Protective work gloves

Mechanic protective work gloves

Technical specifications:
Palm: robust split-grain leather, grey. Reinforcement between index finger and thumb.
Back of hand: Signal yellow nylon and black neoprene knuckle protection.
Lining: Nylon fleece.
Cuff: Velcro fastener and eyelet for securing gloves to the protection jacket.

Available sizes: 6–13

Abrasion resistance: Level 3 of 4
Cut protection resistance: Level 2 of 5
Tear propagation strength: Level 3 of 4
Puncture resistance: Level 3 of 4

Category: Technical emergency assistance
Colour: Black, red, yellow
Cuff: Short

Order no.: 2502-400
(Please specify size when ordering)

Firefighter glove FIRE-FIGHTER PREMIUM

Technical specifications:
Back of hand: Nomex® with a specially developed SEIZ® heat absorber over ankles with patented carbon coating. Reflectors for additional safety. Elasticated gather at wrist.
Lining: SEIZ® Senso Touch technology. This Kevlar® and Gore-Tex® membrane insert forms a unit together with the outer cover and cannot come loose.
Membrane: GORE-TEX® insert with X-TRAFIT™ product technology.
Cuff: Wide Nomex® cuff with concealed sealing system for a perfect fit in extreme situations. 3M Scotchlite reflective stripes. Ring and carabiner hook.

Abrasion resistance: Level 4 of 4
Cut protection resistance: Level 4 of 5
Tear propagation strength: Level 4 of 4
Puncture resistance: Level 3 of 4

Category: Firefighting
Colour: Black
Membrane: Water-tight
Cuff: Long
Available sizes: 6–12

Order no.: 4000-105
**ONE-4-ALL firefighter gloves**

**Technical specifications:**
- **Palm:** Heat resistant split-grain leather on Kevlar®
- **Back of hand:** Kevlar®/Nomex® (two layers) on back of hand. Knuckles and fingertips with split-grain leather reinforcement.
- **Lining:** 100% Kevlar®, black.
- **Membrane:** Two-layer membrane, waterproof and breathable
- **Cuff:** Kevlar®/Nomex® with split-grain leather piping.

**Abrasion resistance:** Level 3 of 4
**Cut protection resistance:** Level 4 of 5
**Tear propagation strength:** Level 4 of 4
**Puncture resistance:** Level 4 of 4

**Available sizes:** 6–12

**Category:** Techn. emergency assistance, firefighting

**Colour:** Black

**Membrane:** Water-tight

**Cuff:** Medium short

Order no.: 4000-109

---

**TESIMAX® Functional winter socks**

Tuning for your feet – with the outstanding qualities of our TESIMAX® functional socks. Regulating your body climate and providing a sense of physical well-being in any situation, they are the perfect addition to our fire service boots T1 and T2.

The combination of MERINO new wool, cotton, elastane and nylon leaves nothing to chance. With hand overlocked toes, reinforced toes and heel, and special integrated air channels.

**Sizes:** 39–41, 42–44, 45–47 (for other sizes please enquire)

Order no.: 0660-009

---

**TESIMAX® Functional summer socks**

IDEAL! Specially designed for boots, our summer socks provide you with all-round protection even in hot weather. Made of finely combed cotton, they provide good thermal insulation without sticking or moisture on the skin, are light-weight and comfortable, easy to clean and fast-drying. They feature tow, knuckle and heel cushions and built-in air circulation in the sole.

**Fabric composition:**
85% combed cotton, 15% polyamide.

**Sizes:** 39–41, 42–44, 45–47 (for other sizes please enquire)

Order no.: 0660-011
### Firefighter Hoods

**Fire protection hood, model Nomex®, two-layer**
- With fold-down mouth protector and elongated neck protection
- Permanently flame-resistant
- Absorbent (constant evaporation) and highly elastic
- Complex hood and face cutout for optimum fit and maximum wearing comfort
- Rapid, easy putting on; single size

Colour: Marine  
Fabric: 100% meta-aramide  
Classification: EN 13911  

Order no.: 0670-106

**Fire protection hood, model Nomex® two-layer with bib**
- With bib and double mouth protection

Colour: Marine  
Fabric: 100% meta-aramide  
Classification: EN 13911  

Order no.: 0672-106

**Fire protection hood, model PBI GOLD® Double-layered with bib**
- With bib and double mouth protection

Colour: Gold  
Fabric: PBI GOLD (outer), KERMEL, FR VISCOSE RIB  
Classification: EN 13911  

Order no.: 0670-233

**Fire protection hood, model TOTAL WOOL**
- Size: Uni size  
- Colour: Blue-melange  
- Fabric: 50% Merino wool / 50% Lenzing FR®  
- Fabric weight: 210 g  
- Classification: EN 11612  
- Performance levels:  
  - Flammability to EN 15025-A1/A2: passed, radiated heat (B) to EN 9151: B1, ambient heat to EN 6942: C1, arcing test: IEC EN 61482-1-2

Order no.: 0670-300  
Also available as TOTAL WOOL DOUBLE (210 g)  
Order no.: 0670-301  
Also available as TOTAL WOOL DOUBLE EYES (210 g)  
Order no.: 0670-302